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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper contains several results concerning the growth of analytic 
and meromorphic solutions of nth order algebraic differential equations 
having polynomial coefficients (i.e., equations of the form 
qz, y, y’,..., y(n)) = 0, 
where 52 is a polynomial in z, y, y’,..., yen), which is not identically zero). 
The paper is divided into three parts. The first part deals mainly 
with meromorphic functions y&z), defined on the plane, which satisfy 
second-order equations. In the case of first-order algebraic differential 
equations, it was shown by Valiron [19] that all entire solutions are 
of finite order of growth. In [12], A. A. Gol’dberg showed that the 
same conclusion holds for all meromorphic solutions y,,(z) on the plane 
of firstiorder equations (i.e., the Nevanlinna characteristic T(r, yO) 
for such a solution satisfies T(r, yO) = O(Y”) as T --f + w for some 
A > 0). It seems that a reasonable conjecture for meromorphic solutions 
on the plane for second-order equations would be T(r, yO) = O(exp rA) 
as I --f + 00 for some A > 0. In [l], this conclusion was verified for 
all meromorphic solutions y,,(z) of second-order equations, which have 
the property that for two distinct values of h (finite or infinity), the 
sequence of roots of the equation yO(z) = A has a finite exponent of 
convergence. (This property is equivalent to the condition that for 
the two values of h, the counting functions N(r, h) for the roots of 
y&x) = h (see [16, pp. 6, 27]), be O(+) as Y -+ +co for some A > 0.) 
In this paper (Section 4 below), we verify the conjecture for those 
meromorphic solutions of second-order equations which have the 
property that for two distinct values of X, the counting functions N(r, h) 
are O(exp YA) as r --P + co, for some A > 0. Of course, this result is 
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a substantial improvement over the result in [l], since it deals with 
certain solutions y0 for which the exponent of convergence of the roots 
of y,,(z) = h is infinite for every X (e.g., the function, P(e”), where P(u) 
is the Weierstrass P-function, is such a solution). The result here 
follows from a preliminary result (Section 3) which provides an estimate 
on the growth of certain meromorphic solutions of nth order equations 
and all solutions of second-order equations in terms of the counting 
functions for the zeros and the poles. Part of this preliminary result 
was proved in [I], but the rest requires a very recent result of the author 
[3] and the theorem of Gol’dberg cited above. 
The starting point for the second part of the paper is a theorem 
which was proved in [2] and which is restated in Section 5 Part (1) 
below for the reader’s convenience. This result deals with solutions 
y,,(a), of an nth order equation Q = 0, which are analytic in a region, 
and which do not satisfy some equation Q, = 0, where Q, is the 
homogeneous part of Sz of degree 4 in the indeterminates y, y’,..., yew). 
It was shown that for any simply connected region R of analyticity 
(not the whole plane), in which the zeros of the solution y0 are “sparse,” 
the solution is majorized on R by a function of the form 
B exp((1 - If(~)j)-~), where A and B are constants and f is a univalent, 
analytic mapping of R onto the unit disk. (The precise notion of R 
being a “zero-sparse” region for y0 is that for some univalent, analytic 
mapping f of R onto the disk, the image under f of the sequence of 
zeros of y,, in R has a finite exponent of convergence in the disk [ 18, p. 71.) 
By examining the conformal mappings of sectors and semi-infinite 
strips onto the disk, it was shown [2, p. 951 that if a sector (respectively, 
a semi-infinite strip) is a zero-sparse region for a solution of the type 
being considered, then the solution in subsectors (respectively, substrips) 
is majorized by a function of the form exp / z lB (respectively, 
exdexp B I .Z I)), where B is a constant. In this paper, we continue 
this investigation. First, we obtain (Section 5 Part (2)) a majorant in 
zero-sparse regions for solutions of second-order equations which do 
satisfy each equation Qq = 0. (Majorants for solutions of first-order 
equations were obtained in [4].) Then after some preliminary results 
about zero-sparse regions (Section 7), we investigate the magnitude 
of the majorants for certain types of regions. Specifically, we consider 
regions R, , which is the region bounded by the curves y = v(x), 
y = --v(x), and x = 1, where v is a positive, monotone nonincreasing, 
convex function on [I, + CD). Using the Koebe-Faber distortion 
theorem [9, Vol. 2, p. 681 and a simple partial converse of it, we obtain 
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(Section 10) precise upper and lower estimates on the magnitude of 
(1 - ) f(z)])-’ along the positive real axis, where f is a specific univalent, 
analytic mapping of R, onto the unit disk. We thus obtain (Section 11) 
an estimate on the growth of the above-mentioned solutions along the 
positive real axis if the solution has R, for a zero-sparse region. (It 
is shown in Section 12 that this estimate cannot be greatly improved.) 
Of course, in the case of entire solutions C ukzk, where ak >, 0, the 
growth along the positive real axis is the growth of the entire solution 
and so our results are very well suited to this type of solution. 
The final part of the paper deals with solutions in the real domain, 
of algebraic differential equations having polynomial coefficients, but 
the main result (Section 15) has application to certain entire solutions. 
In [S], E. Bore1 treated solutions which are defined and real-valued 
on an interval (x0 , + oo), and he proved [8, p. 271 that any such solution 
of a first-order equation is majorized by exp(exp X) for all sufficiently 
large X. (This result was later improved by Lindelof [ 151 and Hardy [13].) 
Bore1 also considered higher-order equations, and he indicated a line 
of reasoning which would show that such solutions of nth order equations 
are eventually majorized by exp,,, x (where exp, x is the Kth iterate 
of the exponential function). (We remark here that at the outset [8, p. 261, 
Bore1 states that he is considering increasing solutions, but this is not 
indicated in his proof.) However, as pointed out by several authors 
(e.g., Fowler [l 11, Vijayaraghavan [20]), Borel’s proof in the higher-order 
case was incomplete. (One can see evidence of this in the footnote on 
p. 34 of [8].) In [6] and [20], Vijayaraghavan and others constructed 
examples to show that second-order equations can possess real-valued 
solutions which dominate any preassigned function at a sequence of x 
tending to + co. However, none of these examples were increasing 
solutions, and it is not clear whether increasing solutions of second-order 
equations can have this property. In this paper (Section 14), we use 
the examples constructed in [6] to show that third-order equations 
can possess increasing solutions which dominate any preassigned 
function at a sequence tending to + co. Finally, we return to the methods 
of Borel, and we show (Section 15) that under suitable hypothesis 
on the solutions considered, these methods can be used to obtain a 
useful necessary condition that certain real-valued increasing functions 
on (x0 , + co) be solutions of second-order algebraic differential equa- 
tions. The functions to which this result applies are those positive 
real-valued functions y,,(x) on (x,, , + 00) such that J+,(x)/x” + + XI for 
all 01 > 0 as x --t + co, and such that log yO(x) is an increasing, convex 
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function of log X. Of course, by the Hadamard three circles theorem 
[14, p. 4101 (and C auchy’s estimate), any entire, transcendental function 
C a,@, with uk > 0, has this property on (0, + co). It is also interesting 
to note that if y,,(x) has the properties mentioned above, then by a 
result of Clunie [IO, p. 3961, there is an entire transcendental function 
g(4 = iY UkZk, with uk 3 0, such that log M(r, g) is asymptotically 
equivalent to log ys(r) as r 4 + co. 
2. NOTATION 
For 0 < t < + co, and a meromorphic function y,,(z) in 1 x 1 < t, 
we will use the standard notation for the Nevanlinna functions m(r, y,,), 
N(r, yo), N(y, 4 ( w ere X is a complex number or co) and T(Y, yO) h 
introduced in [16, pp. 6, 121. W e will also use the notation n(r, y,,), 
for r < t, to denote the number of poles (counting multiplicity) of y,, 
in 1 z / < Y. We use the abbreviation “n.e.” (nearly everywhere) to 
mean “everywhere in [0, + co) except in a set of finite measure.” If 
Q(x, y, y’,..., y’“‘) is a polynomial in x, y,..., yen), then for each non- 
negative integer q, we denote by Q, the homogeneous part of Q of 
degree q in the indeterminates y, y’,..., y tn). Finally, the notation exp, x 
will mean the kth iterate of the exponential function if k > 0, and 
exp, x = X. 
PART A: MEROMORPHIC SOLUTIONS 
3 
THEOREM 1. Let D = 0 be an n-th order algebraic dzflerentiul equation 
with polynomial coejicients, and let y,,(z) be a nonconstant meromorphic 
function on the plane which satis$es Q = 0. Then: 
(A) If for some nonnegative integer q, y0 is not a solution of 
Q, = 0, then for any real number a > 1, there exist positive constants K 
and r,, such that for all Y > r. , we have, 
V, YJ < KW(ay, ~3 + WY, l/rJ + ~og(~~)l. (1) 
(B) If n = 2 undy, is a solution of some equation Q, = 0 (where 
the polynomial Sz, is not identically zero), then for any a > 1, there 
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exist positive constants K, r,, , and b such that for all r > r,, , 
W, yd < K(exp(@) + rN(ar, yd). (2) 
Proof. To prove (A), let us denote by (1’) the inequality (1) when 
a = 1. Noting that T(r, ye) --f + co as I + + co, it follows from 
[ 1, Theorem 2, p. 7921 that for some K > 0, inequality (1’) holds n.e. 
If a > 1 and u is the measure of the exceptional set for (l’), then for 
any r > a,i(a - l), the interval [r, ar] must clearly contain a point at 
which (1’) holds. Noting that both sides of (1’) are increasing functions 
of Y, it easily follows that (1) holds for all Y > u/(a - 1). 
To prove (B), we suppose n = 2 and that ye is a solution of some 
In, = 0. Setting W, = y,,‘/y,, and dividing the relation 
by y$ (and noting that yiiy,, = we’ + w,,~), it easily follows that the 
meromorphic function w,, is a solution of a first-order algebraic 
differential equation having polynomial coefficients. Thus by the 
theorem of Gol’dberg [12], w,, is a meromorphic function of finite 
order and hence may be written w,, = f/g, where f and g are entire 
functions of finite order. Thus y,, is a solution of the equation 
gy’ -fy = 0. (3) 
Now M(r, f) and M(r, g) are each O(exp ?) for some c > 0 as Y --t +co. 
Furthermore, by [17, p. 3361, except for a set of r-values of finite measure, 
I &)I 2 exp(-fl+Y on the circle 1 x 1 = r. Using these estimates on 
the coefficients of equation (3), an application of [3, Section 31 now 
shows that the solution ye of (3) must satisfy inequality (2) for some K 
and r,, (depending on a), and where b may be taken to be any number 
greater than c + 1. 
4 
COROLLARY. Let 9 = 0 be a second-order algebraic differential 
equation having polynomial coejkients. Then if y,, is any meromorphic 
function on the plane which satis$es Q = 0, and for which there are two 
distinct wakes of A (finite OY in..nity) such that for some c > 0, N(r, A) = 
O(exp r”) as r ---t + co, then for some d > 0, we have T(r, yO) = O(exp Ed) 
AFt--++C?Z. 
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Proof. We transform to the case where the two values of h are zero and 
infinity by using a suitable linear fractional transform u0 of y,, in place 
of y0 . (If A, and A, are the values of A, set U, = (y,, - h,)/(y, - Xi) 
if both A, and A, are finite, while if A, = co, set u0 = y0 - A, .) Then 
clearly u0 also satisfies a second-order algebraic differential equation 
A = 0 having polynomial coefficients and by [16, p. 141, T(r, y,,) = 
qr, %I) + O(l) as r -+ + co. By applying Theorem 1 to the solution u,, 
of A = 0, the result easily follows for y0 . 
PART B: ANALYTIC SOLUTIONS 
5 
The starting point for this section is the following result, the first 
part of which was proved in [2]. 
THEOREM 2. Let R be a simply connected region in the plane which 
is not the whole plane, and let f be a univalent analytic mapping of R 
onto the unit disk. Let y,,(z) be a function which is defined, analytic, and 
not identically zero on R, and assume y&z) is a solution of an n-th order 
algebraic dtyerential equation Q = 0 having polynomial coe#cients. Let 
(b, , b, ,...) be the xeros of y,, in R arranged in a sequence (multiple zeros 
appearing as many times as their multiplicity indicates), and assume that 
for some a > 0, xmal (1 - / f (b,)j)a < + 00. Then: 
(a) If for some integer q > 0, y0 is not a solution of the equation 
Q* = 0, then there exist a positive constant A and a compact set J contained 
in R such that the inequality 1 yo(x)l < exp((1 - 1 f (z)I)-A) holds on the 
set R - J. 
(b) If n = 2, and tf for some positive integer s such that the 
polynomial Sz, is not identically zero, the function y0 is a solution of ~2, = 0, 
then there exist a positive constant A and a compact set J contained in R 
such that the inequality 1 y,,(x)1 < exp,(( 1 - 1 f (z)I)-“) holds on R - J. 
Proof. Part (a) is just [2, Theorem 2, p. 921. To prove (b), we observe 
first that by dividing the relation QS(z, y,,(z), y,,‘(z), y;(z)) E 0 by 
(y,,(z))S, it follows that h, = yO’/yo is a solution of a first-order equation, 
c f&j(X) h”(h’)i = 0, (4) 
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where H&z) are polynomials. Let g be the inverse off, and for 1 5 1 < 1, 
let ~(5) = Mg(5)). Th en f rom (4), (p(c) satisfies the first-order equation 
~~kd5)O~W W(W = 0, on I 5 I < 1, (5) 
where 
F&E) = fMmYww for each (K, j). (6) 
For each (k, j) such that Hk3 $ 0, let d(k, j) be the degree of Hki . 
Let 4 = 1 + max( j + 2d(K, j): Hki f 01. Then it is proved in [4, 
Lemma A, p. 5751 that for some positive constant K1 , we have for all 
(K, j) and all r < 1, 
I Fkj(5)l < KI(l - y)-g on I[ / = Y. (7) 
Set p = max(K + j: Fkj + 0) and m = max{ j: Fp+j f 01. It is 
proved in [4, Lemma B, p. 5761 that there exist constants K, > 0, 
a > 0, and r,, in [0, 1) such that for r, -C Y  < 1, we have 
I ~twwn(b)l 2 w - y) on / 5 / = r. (8) 
We now investigate the poles of F(c). Let u(t) = y,(g(t)) for / 5 1 < 1. 
Then clearly, 
945) Ez (llg’(5))(u’(5)/u(5)). (9) 
Since g’ is never zero in ) 5 1 < 1 and since u is analytic in 1 5 I < 1, 
it follows from (9) that the sequence of poles of y in 1 5 ] < 1 is the 
sequence consisting of the distinct zeros of u in ( 5 1 < 1. But 
tft~lM~2b4 is the sequence of all zeros of II in 1 1 ) < 1, and by 
hypothesis, cm>1 (1 - lf(b,,J)” < + co. Thus if (ci , cs ,...) is the 
sequence of poles of y in 1 5 ) < 1, we have &al (1 - 1 c, I)” < + 00. 
It then follows easily from [16, p. 1391 that as Y  --t 1, 
N(Y, ‘p) = 0((1 - Y)-=) and n(r, v) = O((1 - z)-@+I)). (10) 
We now apply [3, Section 3(F)] to the solution CJJ of Eq. (5). In view 
of the estimates (7) and (8) on the coefficients of (5) and the estimate 
on the poles of v given in (lo), it follows from this result that QI is of 
finite order of growth in the unit disk. By the Koebe distortion theorem 
[14, p. 3511, th e analytic function g’ is also of finite order in the disk, 
so by (9), the meromorphic function u’/u is of finite order in the disk. 
6071’511-4 
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Hence by [lS, p. 111, / u’ u can be written as the quotient $i/#s of two 
analytic functions of finite order in the disk. Thus the analytic function u 
in the disk is a solution of the first-order equation, &U - $iu = 0, 
whose coefficients are analytic functions of finite order in the disk. 
It follows from [5, Section 21 that there exist A > 0 and r0 in [0, 1) 
such that 1 u(c)1 < exp,(( 1 - r)-“) on II;j=rifr,<r<l. Since 
Y&Z) = 4fc4> f or z in R, conclusion (b) now follows immediately 
if we take J to be the image under g of the compact disk 1 5 1 < r0 . 
Remark. It is easy to see that the condition in (a) that y0 not satisfy 
some equation 1;2, = 0 cannot be omitted if y0 is to be majorized by 
the function stated in (a). (See [2, Section 8, Remark (2), p. 961.) 
6 
In view of the previous theorem, we make the following definition: 
DEFINITION. Let R be a simply connected region which is not 
the whole plane, and let y&z) be defined, analytic, and not identically 
zero on R. Then R is called a zero-sparse region for y,, if for some 
univalent analytic mapping f of R onto the unit disk, the sequence 
(b, , b, ,...) of zeros (counting multiplicity) of y0 in R satisfies the condi- 
tion 
(11) 
for some a > 0. If y,, has no zeros in R, we say R is a zero-free region 
fory, . 
We now show that this definition is independent of the mapping 
used. 
7 
LEMMA. Let R be a simply connected region which is not the whole 
plane. Then, 
(A) If f and h are univalent analytic mappings of R onto the unit 
disk, then there is a constant K > 0 such that 1 - (f (z)I 3 K(l - j h(z)/) 
for all z in R. 
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(B) If R is a zero-sparse region for a function yO , then every 
univalent analytic mapping of R onto the unit disk has property (11). 
(C) If R is a zero-sparse region for y,, , and R, is a simply- 
connected region contained in R, then R, is also a zero-sparse region for y,, . 
Proof. Part (A). The function L = f 0 h-l is a linear fractional 
transformation of the form 
WI) = @((5 - b)l(l - RI)) (12) 
for some real 8 and 1 b 1 < 1. By a well-known elementary inequality 
[9, Vol. 1, p. 131, for I 5 1 < 1, 
lw-)I d (I 5 I + I b D/U + I b I I5 I> G 1. (13) 
Thus for z in R, 1 f (x)1 < (I h(z)1 + I b I)/(1 + I b 1 I h(z)l), from which 
Part (A) immediately follows with K = (1 - I b 1)/2. 
Part (B). This follows immediately from Part (A). 
Part (C). Let z,, be a point of R, . By the Riemann mapping 
theorem [9, Vol. 2, p. 621, there exist univalent analytic mappings f 
and h of R and R, , respectively, onto the unit disk such that f(zO) = 
h(z,,) = 0. Then v = f 0 h-l maps the disk into itself and v(0) = 0. 
Thus by Schwarz’s lemma, 1 v(c)1 < 1 &’ I for all I 5 I < 1. Thus 
If (9 < I WI on RI . Since the sequence of zeros of y. in R, is either 
finite or a subsequence of the sequence of zeros of y. in R, and since 
f has property (11) f or some a > 0 by Part (B), it thus follows that R, 
is a zero-sparse region for y. . 
8 
DEFINITION. Let q(x) be a twice differentiable function on [l, + co) 
such that q > 0, v’ < 0, and q~” >, 0 on [l, + 00). (We call such a 
function admissible.) We denote by R, the region bounded by the line 
x = 1 and the curves y = y(x) and y = --v(x) for x > 1. 
9 
LEMMA. Let v be admissible. For each r > 1, let A(r) denote the 
distance from r to the boundary of R, , Then: 
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(a) d(r) < q~(r)for all r > 1; 
(b) for any E > 0, there exists T,,(E) > 1 such thatfor all r > P-~(E), 
we have 
Proof. Part (a) is obvious. To prove Part (b), let r = {(x, y(x)): x > l}. 
Since 91 is monotone nonincreasing, clearly there exists ri > 1 such 
that r - 1 > v(r) for all r > ri . Hence for r > rl , d(r) is the distance 
from r to I’. Thus if r > ri , then d(r) is the infimum, over all x > 1, 
of the function u(x; r) = ((x - r)2 + (~(x))~)‘/~. For fixed T > rr , 
clearly there exists x,,(r) such that 
u(x; I) > q,(r) = up; r) for x > x&r). (15) 
In view of (15), it follows that r < C+,(Y) and that d(r) is the infimum, 
over all x in the interval [I, x,,(r)], of ~(3; Y). If xi = xi(r) is a value 
of x in this interval at which the infimum is assumed, it follows from 
(15) that xi + q,(r). But since U( 1; r) > ~(1) > 9)(r) = u(r; r), it is 
also clear that xi # 1. Thus xi is an interior point of the interval, 
and hence by elementary calculus, &(x; r)/ax must vanish at the point 
xi . From this we see that x1 = r - 9(x1) v’(q) and therefore xi > Y. 
Since yq’ has a nonnegative derivative, we obtain x1 < r - y(r) I’, 
and hence, 
4) = 4% ; r> 2 PC%) 2 dr - P(T) v’(r)) for Y  > rl . (16) 
Since CJI is monotone nonincreasing, CJJ tends to a nonnegative limit 
as x -+ + co. Since q~’ is monotone nondecreasing and nonpositive, 
q’ tends to a limit o < 0 as x + + co. If a < 0, then simple integration 
would show y -+ -co as x --t + co which is not true. Thus (I = 0 
and hence TV’ --t 0 as x -+ + co. Thus for any E > 0, there exists 
T,,(E) > ri such that p)(r) v’(r) > --E for r > rO(c). From (16), we then 
obtain (14), proving Part (b). 
10 
LEMMA. Let q~ be admissible, and let r,, be the number YJE) in Section 9(b) 
corresponding to E = 1. Let f be the univalent analytic mapping of R, 
onto the unit disk such that f (r,J = 0 andf ‘(rO) > 0. Then for all + > r, 
we have 0 < f(r) < 1, and furthermore, 
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(a) (1 -f(y))-’ < exp(W& + 1)) fm r > y. , and 
(b) (1 -f(W > (l/2) exp(l/(Wr - l)))fi- y > y. + 1. 
Proof. Let g be the inverse off, and for z in R, , let d(z) denote 
the distance from z to the boundary of R, . By the Koebe-Faber 
distortion theorem [9, Vol. 2, p. 681, we have 
I dc9/ < 44m/(1 - I 5 I”> for 151<1. (17) 
We also claim that 
I kwl 2 4&w(1 - I 5 I”) for 151<1. (18) 
To prove (18), let u = d(g({)). Then for ( w  / < 1, the point 
g(c) + wa lies in R, so that h(w) = f(g(<) + wo) is an analytic function 
from the disk into the disk and h(O) = 5. Let L(U) = (U - Q/(1 - [u) 
and let # = L 0 h. Then # maps the disk into the disk and 1+4(o) = 0. 
Thus by Schwarz’s lemma, ] (b’(O)] < 1 from which (18) follows easily. 
Now R, is symmetric with respect to the real axis, so that n(z) = fF) 
is also a univalent analytic mapping of R, onto the disk with w(yo) = 0 
and w’(Y,) > 0. By uniqueness of the map [9, Vol. 2, p. 621, ZI = f 
so that f(y) is real for Y > 1. Thus f’ is also real on (1, + co), and since 
f’(yo) > 0 andf’ is nowhere zero, we have 
f’(r) > 0 for r>l. (19) 
Thus f is strictly increasing for Y > 1, so 
0 <f(r) < 1 for r > r0 . (20) 
Now let Y > 1. Evaluating (17) and (18) at 5 = f(f), and using (19) 
(and the fact thatf(r) is real), it follows that 
(4d(r))-’ < f ‘(rY(l - f (Tj2) Q 4T)-l for r>l. (21) 
Let F(Y) = (l/2) log((1 + f (r))/(l -f(y))). Then F is a primitive of 
f ‘/(l -f “) and F(r,) = 0, so that from (21), we obtain for Y > Y, , 
J’ (4Ll(s))-1 ds <F(Y) < J’ (d(s))-1 ds. (22) 
70 +o 
Now by definition of Y, , for Y, < s < Y, 
4) 2 pl(s + 1) 2 dy + 1). (23) 
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Also, if Y > r,, + I, then the left side of (22) is > Jf:-i (4~l(s))-i ds, 
which is > (4v(r - 1)))l since for r - 1 < s < r, we have d(s) < 
v(s) < ~(r - 1) by Section 9(a). Using this estimate and (23) in (22), 
we obtain 
(4& - 1))~l <F(r) < +?+ + 11, (24) 
the first inequality holding for r > r,, + 1 and the second holding for 
Y 2 r,, . Multiplying (24) by two and taking the exponential (and using 
1 < 1 +f(r) < 2 from (20)), we obtain the conclusions (a) and (b) 
of the lemma. 
11 
THEOREM 3. Let v be admissible. Let y&z) be defined, analytic, and 
not identically zero on R, , and assume y,,(z) is a solution of an n-th order 
algebraic dzgerential equation Sz = 0 having polynomial coe@cients. 
Suppose R, is a xero-sparse region for y,, . Then: 
(a) If for some integer q > 0, y0 is not a solution of the equation 
Sz, = 0, then there exist constants B > 0 and rl > 1 such that for all 
r > rl , we have 
I r&)1 d expP,‘dr + 1)). (25) 
(b) If n = 2, and if for some positive integer s such that the 
polynomial 1;2, is not identically zero, the function y,, is a solution of 
Q, = 0, then there exist constants B > 0 and rl > 1 such that for all 
r > rl , we have I y,(r)1 d exp,(Wp(r + 1)). 
Proof. In view of Section 7(B), the univalent analytic mapping f 
investigated in Section 10 can be used in Section 5, and hence the 
theorem follows readily from Sections 5 and 10. 
12 
Remark. It is easy to see that the estimate (25) in Part (a) of 
Theorem 3 cannot be greatly improved. For example, if such a solution 
y0 has the semi-infinite strip Ri, , where y is a constant function, as a 
zero-sparse region, then the estimate (25) takes the form 1 yO(r)l < 
exp,(B,r), where B, is a constant. Now the function y,,(z) = exp, z - 1 
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has R, , where p)(x) = 7~12, f or a zero-free region and y,, is a solution 
satisfying Part (a), and in this case 1 ys(r)l = exp, r - 1 for I > 0. 
Similarly, when ‘p is of the form p)(x) = KC-~ (where K is a constant), 
the estimate (25) gives 1 ya(r)l < exp,(B,rer+l). The solution y,,(x) = 
exp, z - 1 satisfies Part (a) and has the region R, , where p)(x) = 
(7~/2) e-“, for a zero-free region, and in this case / y,,(r)\ = exp, Y - 1. 
(Of course the estimate (25) shows that the solution exp, z - 1 cannot 
have a zero-sparse region of the form R, where q(x) = Kx-m, where 
m is a nonnegative integer.) 
13. APPLICATION TO CERTAIN ENTIRE SOLUTIONS 
In the special case of entire transcendental solutions, y,.,(z) = C uk&, 
with uk > 0, we have 1 y&r)] = M(r, yO), so the estimate (25) is an 
estimate on the growth of the maximum modulus. Every such solution 
clearly has a zero-free region containing [l, + co). Now a reasonable 
conjecture for the growth of entire solutions y0 of nth order equations 
with polynomial coefficients is M(r, y,,) = O(exp, Y”) for some A > 0. 
Our estimate (25) shows that this conjecture holds for those entire 
solutions C a&, with ak > 0, of an nth order equation IR = 0 having 
polynomial coefficients; which fail to satisfy some equation Q2, = 0, 
and which have a zero-sparse region R, , where y(r) > (exp,-, yd)--l 
for some d > 0 and all sufficiently large Y. In the case of entire solutions 
of second-order equations G = 0, which do satisfy some nontrivial 
equation QR, = 0, it follows from Section 3(b) that M(r, y,,) = O(exp, 1-4) 
for some A > 0. Thus in this case, the conjecture is verified without 
regard to the size of the zero-sparse region of the solution. 
PART C: SOLUTIONS IN THE REAL DOMAIN 
14 
THEOREM 4. Let @p(x) be an increasing function on (0, + co) such that 
CD + + co as ‘x + + 00. Then there exists a positive irrational number 01 
such that if u(x) = (2 - cos x - cos ax)-’ and y,,(x) = g u(t) dt, then 
y,, is a positive, increasing, in$nitely d@rentiable function on (I, + CO), 
which satisjks a third-order algebraic differential equation with polynomial 
coeficients, and which has the property that y,,(x) > 0(x) at a sequence 
of real x tending to + co. 
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Proof. It is clear that for any irrational 01, the function y,, is positive, 
increasing, and infinitely differentiable on (I, + co). It is shown in [6] 
(and also in [7, p. 971) that u satisfies a second-order equation with 
polynomial coefficients so it follows that y0 satisfies a third-order 
equation. It remains to show that 01 can be chosen so that y,, > @ at a 
sequence tending to fco. Let q~ = 2@. We construct the same a 
as was constructed in [6] where it was shown that u > q~ at a sequence 
tending to + co, but it will require a deeper analysis to show that 
y,, > @ at such a sequence. Set q,, = 1, and let (d,} be a strictly increasing 
sequence of positive integers greater than one such that d, > 4mp(2~rq,-J, 
for r = 1, 2,..., where qr = d,d, -a- d, for r = 1, 2,... . We set 01 = 
C”,, (1 /qJ and 6, = qn C~,+I U/q,.;). We may write Ck (l/d = PA, , 
where p, is a positive integer. Thus we have 
8, = “Qn - Pn for n = 1, 2,..., (26) 
and it is proved in [7, p. 981 and [6, p. 2521 that 01 is irrational and 
that for all n greater than some n, , 
0 < 27& < l/v(2%-q,). (27) 
Hence, we see that 
6, + 0 as n++co. (28) 
Since d, > r + 1, it follows that q7 3 (T + I)!, and hence 
O<or<e-2<1. 
We will require the standard inequalities 
(29) 
sin x < x and 1 - cos x < x2 for x > 0. (30) 
By (26), for all n greater than n, , we have cos(2mqJ = cos(24J, 
and hence by (30) and (27), 
1 - cos(2naq,) < 2TS,/~(27rqn) for n > n, . (31) 
For n sufficiently large, say n > n, (where n, > n,,), the right side of 
(31) is <l (by (27)) and hence cos(2mq,) > 0 for 7t > n, . Thus for 
each n > ~ti, there is an integer m(n) such that 
27m(n) - (%-/2) < 2?raq, < 2m(n) + @r/2). (32) 
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ThusIcxq%--m(n)1 <1/4forn>n,.Butby(26),1cuq,-pp,I =a,,, 
and by (27), there is an n2 > nl such that an < (l/4) for A > n, . 
Thus, for n > n, , 1 m(n) - p, 1 < l/2, so since both m(n) and p, are 
integers, we have 
m(4 = Pn for n > n, . (33) 
We now let Jn be the interval [qn - 6, , q,J. For t in J,, , it follows 
from (26) and (29) that 2nd > 27rp, , and from (32) and (33) it follows 
that 
2mxt < 2Tcq~ < 27rpn + (7T/2) for n > n, . (34) 
But on the interval [27rp, ,2rp, + (7r/2)], cos x is decreasing. Hence 
from (34), we obtain cos(2mt) > cos(2rrolq,J, and thus by (31), if 
fz > n2, 
1 - cos(2nat) < 2?rS,/gl(2?Tq,) for t in I. (35) 
Since cos(2~9,) = 1, we have by the law of the mean, if t belongs 
to 1%) 
1 - cos(2rt) = (-sin x)(2mqn - 2rt), (36) 
where 2d < x < 2mq, . Now t > qn - Sn , and since 6, < l/4 for 
n > n2, we thus have for t in J,, and n > n2 , 
2?Tqn - (T/2) < 2w(qn - S,) < x < 2?rq, . (37) 
NOW on the interval (2rq, - (7r/2), %q,), the sin function is negative 
and increasing. Thus from (37), we have sin(27r(q, - 8,)) < sin x. 
Since qn is an integer, we thus obtain, -sin x < sin(2&,). In view 
of (30) and (27), we therefore see that for t in J, and n > n, , 
1 - cos(2st) < 27&&(2Tq,). (38) 
In view of (35) and (38), we thus have for t in Jn and n > na , 
(u(2d))-l < 4mS,/(p(2vq,), and hence, 
424 2 (P@%)/~S, for t in J,, and n > n, . (39) 
Now for n > ng , we have 6, < l/4 and qn >, 2, so qn - 6, > 1. 
Thus, from (39), we have for n > na , 
Yoe79J = I” 
ban)-’ 
2mr(2mt) dt > s.“_a 2m(2?rt) dt > (p(2?rq,)/2, w  
(i n 
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and hence y,, > Cp at the sequence 2nq, for n > na . This proves the 
theorem. 
15 
THEOREM 5. Let Q(x, y, y’, y”) = C f&x) y”( y’>j( Y”)~ be a nonzero 
polynomial in x, y, y’, and y”. Let y&x) be a positive solution of Q = 0 
on an interval (x0 , +a) where x0 > 0 and let y,, have the following 
two properties: (i) For every 01 > 0, yO/xW -+ + co as x + + 00, and 
(ii) log y&x) is an increasing convex function of log x on (x0 , + co). 
Let Q(X) = xy,‘(x)/yO(x). Th en either there is a constant b > 0 such 
that y0 = O(exp xb) as x + + 03, or there is a constant b > 0 such that 
vo’/vo = O(xb) n.e. as x 3 fco. 
Proof. By assumption, y(t) = log yo(et) is increasing and convex on 
(1% x0 , + a), so y’ 3 0 and F” > 0 on this interval. Clearly, ye(x) 
is increasing on (x0 , + co) and we see clearly from the hypothesis of 
the theorem that y. -+ + co when x -+ + 03. Now for any E > 0, 
g-1 Yo’/Yi+e clearly converges, so since yo’ 3 0 it follows easily that 
for any E > 0, there is a set I, in (x0 , + co) of finite measure such 
that for x > x0 and x not in I, , we have 
0 < Yo’(~)/(yo(q+’ < 1. (41) 
Since p)‘(t) = vo(et), it follows from assumption (ii) that Q(X) > 0 
and vo’(x) > 0 on (x0 , + co). We may assume that v. + + cc as 
x --+ + co, or otherwise (i.e., if v. is bounded on (x0 , + co)), the theorem 
follows easily since integration would yield y. = 0(x”) for some a > 0 
as x -+ + co. Thus xyo’ = yovo is increasing and -+ + cc as x -+ + co. 
We now assert that for any E > 0, there is a set JC in (x0 , + co) of 
finite measure such that if x > x0 and x is not in JC , we have 
0 < Y;(x) < I’>“‘. (42) 
To prove (42), let 6 > 0 be such that (1 + S)z = 1 + E. Now 
U(X) = xyo’ is increasing and + + 00, so as in (41), the inequality 
u’ < ~l+~ holds n.e. Since y o’ > 0, it follows that yi < x8(yo’)l+” n.e. 
But by (41), yo’ < y;+* n.e., so since 6 < E, we have y” < xyi+’ n.e. 
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To complete the proof of (42), we must showy” > 0 n.e. But p)“(t) 2 0 
yields 
Yiw 2 eYow*w - %(XN for x > x0, (43) 
and since w,,(x) -+ + co, the result follows. 
We return to the equation IR = 0, and letp = max{i + j + k: fijk +O}. 
By isolating the terms of degree p and dividing the relation 
Q(x, y&), yo’(4, y”(x)) = 0 by (y&~))~, we obtain 
c firk(Yo’/Yc$ (YiYYJk = -@(-% 
ii&k=9 
where Q(x) = &+3+k<p h,, , and where 
hik = fijkb’~~ M)k YP for i+j+k <p. (45) 
We assert that for every 01 > 0, 
x”@(x) = O(1) n.e. as x + +03. (46) 
To prove (46), it clearly suffices to prove that for every CY > 0 and 
each (i, j, k) with i + j + k < p, we have 
+jk = o(l) n.e. as x + $03. (47) 
Since the fijk are polynomials, there exists c’ > 0 such that 
fijk = O(xC’) as x -+ +OO, for each (i, j, k). (48) 
If j = K = 0, then (47) follows from (i) of the hypothesis. For the case 
when j + k > 0, we observe that we may write 
where 
(49) 
cl = (P - (i + j + Wltj + k) > 0. (50) 
Let E > 0 be smaller than each of the numbers or in (50). For this 
E > 0, the inequalities (41) and (42) hold n.e., and thus (using (48) 
and (49)), we have n.e., 
( hijk(X)j < KXC’+Ek/(yo(X))G’+k)(~1-3 for some K > 0. (51) 
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Since j + k > 0 and E < e1 , (47) now follows immediately from (51) 
and (i) of the hypothesis, thus proving (46). 
Returning now to Eq. (44) and noting that yO’/yO = Q/X and y;l/ya = 
x-yQ2 + xv0 - Q), we may write (44) in the form 
c grn&) %nz(%‘)n = -Xd@(X), (52) 
where the g,, are polynomials and d is a positive integer. It is easy 
to see that not all g,, can be identically zero, and we set 
q = max{m + n: g,, + 0} and (T = max{n: g,-,., + O}. 
Also, let N be an integer greater than the number of nonzero g,, . In 
view of (46), there is a constant K > 0 such that n.e., xd+r 1 Q(x)/ < K. 
This shows that 4 > 0, for if Q = 0 then (52) would imply 1 g,,(x)1 < 
K/x n.e., which is certainly impossible since the function g,, is a 
polynomial which is not identically zero. We now isolate the terms 
of degree q on the left side of (52), and divide (52) by z+,*. Since ZI,, > 0 
and n,,’ 3 0, we obtain n.e., 
I w4 < 1 I grim I (%T 47* + Kx+JiLQ, (53) 
m+n<g 
where F(X) = Z:On=Ogq-n,n(~O’/~O)n. N ow v,,+ +co as x--t +co, and 
r+,’ 3 0, so it follows as in (41) that for any E > 0, 
vo’ < v~+’ n.e. (54) 
Looking at the right side of (53), we have if n > 0, 
(v;y vy-” = (vo’/v~)n where <I = (q - (m + n))/n > 0. (55) 
Let E be a positive number which is less than one-half of each of the 
numbers pi in (55) and which is also less than 1. Since the g,, are 
polynomials, there exists c > 0 such that for all (m, n), 
I ,%&)I < XC for all sufficiently large .1c. (56) 
In view of (54) applied to E, (55), and (56), it follows from (53) that n.e., 
1 F(x)/ < c X%qEn + 1 xcvy-q + Kx%,Q, (57) 
1 2 
where x1 is taken over all (m, n) such that m + n < q, n > 0 and 
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g,, + 0, while x2 is taken over all (m, PZ) such that m + R < q, R = 0, 
and g,,,, + 0. We now distinguish two cases: 
Case 1. u = 0. Then r(x) = g, which is a polynomial which is 
not identically zero. Thus, there exists K, > 0 such that for all suffi- 
ciently large x, 
Since c > 0 and o,, + + a, we have for all sufficiently large x, 
‘q)(x) > 1, Nxc/K, > 1 and xc+l > K. (59) 
Let x be a point at which (57), (58), and (59) hold. There are at 
most N individual terms on the right side of (57). In view of (57) and 
(58), it is clearly impossible that at x, each term on the right of (57) 
be <K,/N. Thus some term (depending on x, of course) is >K,/N. 
If it is a term from x1, then ti(q,(~))-~~ > K,/N, so since KZ > 1, 
it follows using (59) that 
q,(x) < (N/K&c x+. (60) 
If it is a term from x2 , say ti(wO(x))m-Q > &IN, then since q - m > 1, 
it follows using (59) that we again obtain (60) since E < 1. Finally, 
if it is the last term of (53), we have Kx-~(o,(x))-‘J > K,/N, and we 
again obtain (60) using (59) and the fact that B < 1 and q > 1. Thus 
(60) holds for all x for which (57), (58), and (59) are valid. Thus (60) 
holds n.e. If h is the measure of the exceptional set for (60), then for 
any x > A, the interval [x, 2x] must contain a point t for which (60) 
holds. Since both sides of (60) are monotone nondecreasing, we thus 
see that for all x > max(X, x,,), we have 
we(x) < K,x+, where K3 = (N/K.Jl/’ 2”/‘. (61) 
Since w0 = XJ+,‘/J+, , a simple integration now shows that y0 = O(exp 9) 
as x + + 00, where b is 9ny number larger than C/C. Thus the theorem 
is proved in Case 1. 
Case 2. u > 1. Again, since w,, ---f + co and c > 0, we have for 
all sufficiently large x, 
%0(X) > 1, ti+l > K and x > I. (62) 
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Since g,-,,, is a polynomial which is not identically zero, there exists 
Ka > 0 such that 
I g,-,&>I 2 Ks for all sufficiently large x. (63) 
Finally, since N > 1, we have that 
K4 = min(K, , (u + l)N) > 0. (64) 
We now assert that for all x for which (56), (57), (62), and (63) hold, 
we have 
I ~o’W&)l G ((0 + 1)NPQ xc. (65) 
To prove (69, let x > x,, be a point at which (56), (57), (62), (63) 
hold. From (57) and (62), we have 
Now, we may write 
/ r(x)1 G Nx”. 0359 
w = g,-,,,(x)(a,‘(x)lv,(x)~ (1 + y W4)T (67) 
n=O 
where U,(X) = (g,~,,,(~)/g,-~,~(x))(~~‘(x)/v,(x))”-” for n < o. Let us 
define a set A as follows: 
A = {r: r > x0 , P(U + 1)/K3 < 1 ~,,‘(r)/q,(r)~~-~ for n = 0, I,..., u - l}. (68) 
Now if x belongs to A, then in view of (56) and (63), we clearly 
have 1 !PJx)I < l/(o + 1) for n = 0, I,..., u - 1, and hence from (67) 
(and (64)), we have 
I r(x)1 > W(u + 1)) I ~o’(+ikW. (69) 
Together with (66), we obtain 
I ~‘(x)/+)l < ((0 + l)N/KP x~‘~. (70) 
Since o > 1, x > 1 and (u + l)N/K, >, 1 by (64), we thus obtain 
(65) if x belongs to A. 
If x does not belong to A, then for some n < u, we have 
X”(U + 1)/k’ > I v,‘(x)/u,(x)p~. (71) 
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Since N > 1, K, > K4 and u - n >, 1, we thus obtain 
I %w/%(~>l d ((u + 1) ~wQ1’(o-n), (72) 
and since (u + l)N/K, > 1 by (64) and x > 1, we again obtain (65). 
Thus (65) is proved, and hence o,‘/o, = O(Y) n.e. as x + + co 
which proves the theorem in Case 2, and thus the proof is complete. 
Remarks. (1) C oncerning the possible exceptional set in the above 
theorem, it/is not known for a solution y0 , which is not O(exp 9) 
as x -+ + co for any b > 0 (and which satisfies the hypothesis), whether 
the exceptional set in the estimate wO’/w,, = O(1) can be removed. 
If the exceptional set can be removed so that we have D~/v,, = 0(x”) 
as x -+ + co, for some b > 0, then since ~~‘/r+, > 0, two integrations 
would yield, y,, = O(exp, ~~+l+~) as x + + co, for any E > 0. Of 
course, if we omit the hypothesis that y,, be a solution of a second-order 
equation, then it is very easy to construct positive functions y0 , which 
have properties (i) and (ii) stated in the theorem, which are not O(exp 9) 
as x -+ + 00 for any b > 0, and for which PI,,‘/v,, = O(a) n.e. as 
x -+ + co, for some c > 0, but such that for no c > 0 is a,‘/~,, = O(Y) 
asx-+ +co. 
(2) As stated in Section 1, the above theorem clearly applies 
to entire transcendental solutions whose power series about the origin 
have nonnegative coefficients. 
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